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Key facts

430

302

35

projects joined the
Government Major
Projects Portfolio
between April 2011
and September 2017

projects left the Portfolio
between April 2011 and
September 2017

of the 48 projects
we examined left
because they were
implemented or had
reached a signiﬁcant
milestone. The rest left
for other reasons such
as cancellation

£423 billion

budgeted whole-life costs of the 133 projects in the Portfolio
in September 2017

£657 billion

benefits to be delivered by these projects. There is no
corresponding figure for what benefits have been realised.

34

of the 48 projects we examined delivered the intended outputs

176

projects left the Portfolio without an exit review to confirm that
the project is in operation and achieving benefits.
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Summary

1
Government departments deliver many of their strategic priorities and objectives
through programmes or projects. Major government projects are often large-scale,
novel, delivered by multiple stakeholders and present a risk that many commercial
organisations would not take on.1 In April 2011, the Major Projects Authority, now the
Infrastructure and Projects Authority (the Authority), created the Government Major
Projects Portfolio (the Portfolio) to improve the delivery of government’s biggest and
riskiest projects by increasing transparency and providing independent assurance.2
As at September 2017, the Portfolio consisted of 133 projects with a planned total of
around £420 billion of whole-life costs and more than £650 billion of benefits (Figure 1
overleaf). Between April 2011 and September 2017, 430 projects had joined the Portfolio
and of these, 302 had subsequently left.
2
In 2016, we reported on whether the establishment of the Authority and the Portfolio
had improved government’s performance in delivering major projects. The turnover of
projects, the limited data published and the lack of systematic monitoring of whether
projects had realised benefits made it difficult to conclude on trends in performance
across the Portfolio.3 The Committee of Public Accounts (the Committee) expressed
concern: about the quality of data, including that on benefits and the apparent gap in
responsibilities for reporting on the delivery of benefits; and that some projects leave the
Portfolio without a review to ensure that they are on track to deliver their benefits.
3
The Committee identified that improving the delivery of benefits should be a priority,
recommending that the Authority should do more to determine whether government
projects were likely to achieve their stated benefits before they leave the Portfolio.
Poor measurement of what projects achieve reduces accountability and transparency
for government and Parliament, and makes it difficult to assess whether the costs of
projects are justified. It also means that government is missing an opportunity to learn
about what constitutes success.

1
2
3

Comptroller and Auditor General, Assurance for high-risk projects, Session 2009-10, HC 85-1, National Audit Office,
June 2010.
Cabinet Office, Overview of the Major Projects Authority, June 2011.
Comptroller and Auditor General, Delivering major projects in government: a briefing for the Committee of Public
Accounts, Session 2015-16, HC 713, National Audit Office, January 2016.
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Figure 1 shows Types of project in the Government Major Projects Portfolio

Figure 1
Types of project in the Government Major Projects Portfolio
The four categories of project show significant variation in cost and monetised benefits
Project category

Government
transformation and
service delivery
Make changes to
the way government
operates, modernising
government ‘back
office’ activities and
improve how services
are delivered to the
public. It is the largest
category in terms of
volume and these
projects tend to have
a shorter duration on
the Portfolio.

ICT
Modernising technology
to reduce cost and
provide better access to
services. This category
is important for
achieving savings and
efficiency; many of the
projects on the Portfolio
are transitioning from
old, legacy contracts
to new ICT provision.
For example
Department for
Work & Pensions
IT transformation.

Infrastructure
and construction
Involves new building
and engineering,
such as modernising
transport networks,
building new facilities,
or financial incentives
for infrastructure. These
projects tend to have
the longest duration
on the Portfolio. It is
the largest category
in terms of cost.

Military capability
Delivering new
defence equipment.
These projects tend
to be some of the
longest-standing on
the Portfolio. It is the
second largest category
in terms of costs and
number of projects.
For example Type
45 Destroyers.

For example Thames
Tideway Tunnel.

For example
2011 census.
Number of projects
on the Portfolio
41

29

31

32

83

10

196

134

330

24

298

5

Budget whole-life
costs (£bn)

Budget monetised
benefits (£bn)

Notes
1 Whole-life costs and monetised benefits are baseline values reported in the Portfolio as at the end of September 2017.
2

Military capability projects rarely predict monetised benefits. Their outputs and key benefits are defined in terms of user
requirements, such as improved operational effectiveness or enhanced equipment capability.

Source: National Audit Office analysis of the Infrastructure and Projects Authority’s data
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4

This report examines:

•

why we examined projects leaving the Portfolio (Part One);

•

whether there is evidence that projects which have left the Portfolio have
delivered their intended benefits (Part Two); and

•

whether accountability for, and transparency of, major project delivery has
improved (Part Three).

We do not conclude on whether individual projects have provided value for money.
We set out our audit approach in Appendix One and evidence base in Appendix Two.

Key findings
On delivery of benefits
5
For the 302 projects that have left the Portfolio since its inception in 2011,
the Authority does not have complete data on the reasons why they had left and
what they had delivered by the time of their departure. Before 2016 the processes
for entering and leaving the Portfolio lacked clarity and were based on negotiations
which were not always fully recorded. Transparency has improved since 2016, with the
Authority reporting in 2018 that 20 out of 29 projects that left between October 2016
and September 2017 had delivered their original objectives. It is still not always clear,
however, what has been delivered. This is in part because it may take years for a
project to deliver its strategic outcomes. For example, the project to renovate and
modernise the headquarters of the Foreign & Commonwealth Office left the Portfolio
when the department had moved into the new building, but it was too early to assess
other intended benefits, such as financial savings and a more sustainable environment
(paragraphs 2.1 to 2.6 and 3.6 to 3.9).
6
Since the Portfolio’s inception projects have entered and left and not all have
done so because they have reached key stages in the project lifecycle. We followed
up 48 projects that had left the Portfolio; 35 of these had reached a significant delivery
milestone when they left including IT projects that were being rolled out and initiatives
where the department funded activity for a period of time, which was complete, as well
as projects where construction was complete. The remaining 13 left because they had
been cancelled, merged with or replaced by other projects, disaggregated or the Authority
agreed that the project no longer needed to report to it because departmental assurance
was sufficient and they were no longer high-risk (paragraphs 2.6 to 2.12 and Figure 5).
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7
There is a varied picture as to whether projects have delivered successfully
after they leave the Portfolio. Once projects leave the Portfolio, the Authority is no
longer responsible for monitoring progress in delivering benefits, it is up to departments
to provide this oversight. In Spring 2018, we followed up 48 projects which had left the
portfolio and found that:

•

in 12 cases departments and other sources provided good evidence that the
project had achieved its outcome. For example, the Super-Connected Cities
Initiative was a £150 million fund to improve internet connectivity, help with small
businesses’ broadband costs, Wi-Fi in public buildings and other capital projects.
It initially covered 22 cities. The scope was widened to 50 cities and the initiative
had spent £121 million to 2015-16 when it left the Portfolio;

•

four projects had been cancelled because it was clear that they would not achieve
their objectives, or because there was a more cost-effective alternative or because
government policy had changed. As we have said in other reports, cancellation of
a programme is not necessarily a poor outcome, if circumstances or priorities have
changed. It is still important to learn lessons from cancelled projects to support
future decision-making;

•

six projects delivered less than intended because they were scaled back after
problems with development or implementation;

•

for 22 projects it was not possible to say whether outcomes had been achieved.
In some cases this was because they were still being rolled out, and it was too
early to say; and

•

for four projects, it was unclear what had been delivered because departments
had stopped monitoring them, due to either a change of policy or because the
department had decided to deliver them in different ways, which resulted in project
teams being disbanded and so departments were unable to answer our questions.

Taking these points together, it is not possible to say in aggregate to what extent
projects have realised the intended benefits (paragraphs 2.13 to 2.18).
8
Evaluating projects too soon or determining that a project is a success
because it has delivered short- or medium-term goals can be misleading.
The Ministry of Justice’s Prison Unit Cost Programme’s objectives were to maximise
savings from public sector prisons by reducing operating costs while supporting the
safety, security and decency of public prisons. It cost £115 million and was expected
to save £550 million. The programme broadly achieved the planned cost savings,
staff reductions and prison closures by 2016. However, since 2017, staff numbers have
increased to improve safety in prisons. This demonstrates that longer-term tracking is
needed to show whether a project’s outcomes are sustainable (paragraph 2.15).
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9
Measuring success against a revised scope may also present an inaccurate
picture of the success of a project, as it is not making judgements against the
business case that was first approved. The Mobile Infrastructure Project was a
Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport programme to fill gaps in commercial mobile
telephone coverage. It initially committed to building 575 mobile telephone masts to expand
coverage to 60,000 premises, at an estimated cost of £150 million. However, following
approval, it built 75 masts against a revised target of 40, reaching 7,199 premises at a cost
of £36 million. The Authority’s exit review gave the project a green delivery confidence rating
against the new baseline. The subsequent evaluation used only the revised baselines and
reported that they had been achieved (paragraphs 2.17, 3.14 and Case study 2).
10 In some cases it was not clear what the intended benefits were. Seven of
the projects we examined did not have a business case against which to measure
benefits. For instance, the Household Energy Efficiency programme delivered against its
target of improving energy efficiency in one million homes, but did not have targets or
measurable goals for its wider objectives such as saving energy. This not only reduces
transparency around benefits but is a missed opportunity to instil greater discipline to
the management of government initiatives (paragraphs 2.14, 2.18 and Case study 1).

On accountability and transparency
11 Senior responsible owners and departmental accounting officers have clear
accountabilities for projects while they are in progress, but this accountability
risks dilution once a project passes to business-as-usual. Since early 2018,
accounting officers report to Parliament on the results of their assessments of projects’
regularity, propriety, value for money and feasibility. After implementation is complete,
accountability for achieving the outcomes of projects generally passes to an operational
business unit and ownership of benefits can be lost (paragraphs 3.1 to 3.4).
12 Accountability is also affected by the point at which a project is no longer
treated as a major project. The Authority has agreed to remove projects from the
Portfolio when they are delivered by a third party and the department has completed
a limited role, such as helping to negotiate contracts. For instance, as agreed between
the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy and the Authority at the
outset, the project to enable investment in the Hinkley Point C nuclear power station left
the Portfolio when the Department had achieved its objectives of identifying investors
and signing a construction contract. This Department remains the project sponsor,
is responsible for continuing oversight of the developer and has risks to manage but is not
reporting on these to the Authority. Other such examples, such as the same department’s
Smart Meters Implementation Programme under which energy suppliers must replace
customers’ electricity and gas meters, remain in the Portfolio (paragraph 3.5).
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13 Poor records and incomplete reporting of the process for leaving reduce
transparency, particularly for the early years of the Portfolio. We accept that there is
a need for flexibility on when and why projects enter and leave the Portfolio. But lack of
transparency increases the risk and perception that projects are removed inappropriately.
This is all the more important as changes in policy have led to categories of projects,
such as ongoing privately financed projects and many defence projects, no longer
being classified as government major projects. It is also not always clear why some
programmes have been included in the Portfolio. There are instances of policy initiatives
being included to ensure they had central scrutiny, such as the then Department of
Health’s programme to increase the number of health visitors and the Civil Service
Reform Programme, a programme of government actions to modernise the civil service,
but many other such initiatives were not included (paragraphs 2.10, 2.12 and 3.15).
14 In 2016 the Authority introduced a standard process for deciding when
projects should leave the Portfolio, addressing many of the shortcomings above
(paragraph 5). Since 2016, the Authority has introduced a process which requires
projects to have achieved their objectives, completed their core activity, to have a form of
exit review and a positive delivery confidence assessment. Most projects now have an exit
review and only exceptional cases have left with poor delivery confidence. The Authority
has also asked departments to report more detailed data on the expected benefits of
projects, which it uses to provide feedback and to engage with departments, but reporting
by departments is variable and this information is not published (paragraphs 3.9 to 3.13
and 3.17 to 3.22).

Concluding remarks
15 The Portfolio represents the government’s biggest and riskiest projects, which are
also intended to produce £650 billion of benefits. The Portfolio was set up to provide
more transparency around their performance, as well as to provide extra assurance.
Although there is evidence that most projects that have recently left the Portfolio have
implemented their planned scope, it is less clear whether they achieve the intended
outcomes. For example, there is no corresponding figure for what proportion of the
£650 billion of benefits have been realised. Weaknesses in the Authority’s processes in
the past have reduced the degree of transparency around many of the 302 projects that
have left the Portfolio. Recent improvements are welcome but there is still a need for the
Authority to develop its oversight at exit and for departments to monitor and evaluate
projects and their outcomes more consistently, so that performance improves and
maximum value is derived from projects.
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Recommendations
16 To improve clarity about what projects deliver when they leave the Portfolio,
the Authority should:
a

be more disciplined in applying exit procedures. It should use the Portfolio’s
existing categories of projects to determine standard points when projects would
be expected to leave the Portfolio and use these to form the starting point for any
subsequent negotiations; and

b

improve the collection of benefits data so that mature estimates of benefits
can be published alongside other Portfolio project reporting. Projects may
enter the Portfolio before forecasts of benefits are robust. However, mature
estimates of benefits, such as those in approved full business cases, could be
included alongside forecasts of whole-life costs when Portfolio data are published.

17

The Authority and HM Treasury should:

c

require projects in the Portfolio to have a business case and maintain cost and
benefit estimates to reflect the project’s status. Projects may enter the Portfolio
before they have a mature business case but by the time they leave, a full business
case should be in place and cost and benefit estimates should be updated to reflect
any changes to the scope of the project. The Authority and HM Treasury in its role
as finance ministry need to work together to realise their ambitions for benefits
realisation, cost discipline and selecting the right projects for future funding.

18

Departments should:

d

manage delivery of the benefits of major projects until it is clear what
the projects have achieved. Departments should identify a small number of
key measures for each project that indicate whether strategic objectives have
been met, and monitor progress towards these. Where benefits are likely to
become apparent over time or where the full impact can only be assessed over
a prolonged period, departments may delay or reassess evaluations; and

e

publish a statement on project closure that assesses what has been
delivered. Departments are responsible for delivering the benefits of projects
and such a statement would close the gap in visibility of major projects. This may
be an evaluation planned as part of the project but there should be reasonable
consistency in how this is done. Publication of evaluations would help departments
learn lessons from major projects, including the realism of expected benefits.
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Part One

Introduction
About the Government Major Projects Portfolio
1.1 In April 2011 the then Major Projects Authority, now the Infrastructure and
Projects Authority (the Authority), created the Government Major Projects Portfolio
(the Portfolio). The Portfolio aims to improve the delivery of government’s biggest
and riskiest projects by increasing transparency and providing independent assurance.4
As of September 2017, the Portfolio consisted of 133 projects in four broad categories
(Figure 1). These had a total of £423 billion of budgeted whole-life costs and £657 billion
of benefits. There are no corresponding figures for outturn costs or benefits. Major
projects are important instruments, managed by temporary organisations, for delivering
specific outputs to help achieve government objectives and strategic priorities.
It is usually the responsibility of the permanent organisation, such as a government
department, to deliver longer-term benefits. The Portfolio represents a fraction of
government’s project activity. It does not include projects that are smaller‑scale or
in early development, nor any EU Exit implementation projects.
1.2 Projects enter the Portfolio following agreement between departments,
HM Treasury and the Authority. Typically these are projects that require approval from
HM Treasury because their budget exceeds a department’s delegated authority level,
could create pressures leading to breaches in financial limits or could make contractual
commitments that amount to a significant level of future expenditure. Projects may
also be on the Portfolio for reasons other than cost, such as they are novel, contentious,
or require primary legislation.

Changes in the Portfolio’s composition
1.3 The Portfolio changes continuously with a flow of projects joining and leaving.
Of the 430 projects that had joined the Portfolio between April 2011 when it was
created and September 2017, 302 had left (Figure 2). As at September 2017, the
number of projects was the lowest in the Portfolio’s history and was one-third fewer than
its peak of around 200 in 2014. Part Two covers the reasons projects leave the Portfolio.

4

Cabinet Office, Overview of the Major Projects Authority, June 2011
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Figure 2 shows Number of projects that joined and left the Government Major Projects Portfolio between April 2011 and September 2017

Figure 2
Number of projects that joined and left the Government Major Projects Portfolio between
April 2011 and September 2017
The Portfolio has had a 70% turnover in the 6.5 years from its inception to September 2017
80

Ministry of Defence

116
48

Department of Health & Social Care
26

Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy

34
26

Ministry of Justice

36
25

Home Office

37
22

Department for Work & Pensions

27
15

Department for Transport

30
11

HM Revenue & Customs

18

Cabinet Office

10

Foreign & Commonwealth Office

8
10

18

6

Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport

9

Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government

6
6

Office for National Statistics

5
6

Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs

5
6

Department for Education

4
9
3
3

HM Treasury
1
1

Crown Prosecution Service

1
2

National Crime Agency
Department for International Development

0
1
0

Leavers

61

20

40

60

80

Joiners

Note
1 Projects leaving the Portfolio include five which left at the end of September 2017, but are included in the 133 in Figure 1.
Source: National Audit Office analysis of the Infrastructure and Projects Authority’s data

100

120

140
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Reporting and assurance for projects on the Portfolio
1.4 The Authority requires departments to provide quarterly data returns about their
projects, and provides assurance and assessment of deliverability while projects are
on the Portfolio by organising independent reviews at key stages in a project’s life
(Figure 3). It also aims to provide Parliament and the taxpayer with more transparency
about whether projects are likely to be successful by reporting annually on their status.

The importance of benefits in project delivery
1.5 The success of all projects is judged by whether they are delivered to planned time
and cost and achieve their objectives, which in government are often defined as benefits
to users and society more generally. In 2016 we reported that:

•

it was difficult to form conclusions about trends in performance across the Portfolio
because of the amount of turnover, the limited data published and because there
was no systematic monitoring of benefit realisation;

•

projects often left before they were complete or had achieved their objectives; and

•

the Authority monitors benefits when a project is on the Portfolio but is not in
a position to monitor whether they are realised once it leaves.5

1.6 The Committee of Public Accounts recommended that the Authority should push
departments to state project benefits clearly and to establish appropriate data systems
to measure them; should certify that benefits were on target to be achieved before a
project left the Portfolio; and needed to make it clear to departments that once a project
left, the department was responsible for realising the agreed benefits. With benefits
estimated at more than £650 billion, even small improvements in the rate of achievement
would have a large impact on public services and value for money. Poor measurement
of what projects have achieved reduces accountability and transparency for government
and Parliament. It also means that government is missing an opportunity to learn about
what constitutes success.

What we did
1.7 This report examines:

•

what happened to projects that left the Portfolio, and whether there is evidence
that they achieved their intended benefits; and

•

whether accountability and transparency have improved.

1.8 Our approach involved analysing data on the 302 projects that left the Portfolio
between its inception in April 2011 and September 2017. As delivery outcomes are
not reported after projects have left the Portfolio, we followed up on a selection of
48 projects from across 17 departments to examine what happened to them and
whether they delivered the intended benefits.
5

Comptroller and Auditor General, Delivering major projects in government: a briefing for the Committee of Public
Accounts, Session 2015-16, HC 713, National Audit Office, January 2016

Evaluation
or postimplementation
review
Execution of project plan –
design/build/test, prepare
for implementation.

Happens with ‘work to realise’ but
continues beyond it with continued
realisation, reporting and review
of benefits.

Review performance

Handover to benefit owners.
Initial benefits reporting.

Where appropriate may have
benefits realisation phase, which
usually occurs after project
closure, ie steady state.

Benefits realisation

Follows delivery of main
components and handover to
business-as-usual. Expect benefits
to be occurring from this point.

Operational phase

Delivery phase

•

•
•

return to departmental assurance.

unplanned closure – closed down earlier than
planned; or

planned closure – expands a Gate 5;

Determine if a project is ready to leave the
Government Major Projects Portfolio:

Exit review

Is for the operational phase to confirm that benefits
in the business case are being achieved and that
operational service is running smoothly.

Gate 5: Operations review and benefits realisation

Investigates the organisation’s readiness to make
the transition from the specification or solution
to implementation.

Gate 4: Readiness for service

Investigate full business case and governance
arrangements to confirm the project is still required,
affordable and achievable.

Gate 3: Investment decision

Gate 2: Deliver strategy guidance
Assesses project’s viability, its potential for success, value
for money to be achieved, proposed delivery approach.

Put plans in place with clear
understanding of roles, timescales
for realising and reviewing benefits.

Work to realise

Gate 1: Business justification
Investigates the business case and proposed way
forward is achievable and likely to deliver.

Defining options, business case
and delivery strategy development,
specification of preferred option
into project plan.

Plan to realise

Model and monetise relevant costs
and benefits for chosen option.

Value and appraise

Identify and quantify all potential
benefits and disbenefits.

Project validation review
Establishes whether project is set up to succeed.

continued

Before a project leaves
the Portfolio.

Should be held six to 12 months
after operational roll-out.
Alternatively a check on
delivery of intended outputs.

After a project is approved
as ready for use or after
all testing.

Following full business case.

Following outline
business case.

Following strategic outline
business case.

At initiation and before strategic
outline business case.

The Authority’s assurance tools

Initiation and planning

Conceptual phase that establishes
vision and forms view as to viability
and further investment.

Identify key success criteria.

Identify and quantify

Policy formulation

Define success

Benefits management

Lifespan of a major project

Figure 3
Project cycle and the Infrastructure and Projects Authority’s key review points

Figure 3 shows Project cycle and the Infrastructure and Projects Authority’s key review points
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Figure 3 continued
Project cycle and the Infrastructure and Projects Authority’s
key review points
Notes
1 The Authority’s original (2012) guidance to departments stated that projects would be expected to leave the Portfolio
12 months after Gate 5. In November 2016, leaving protocols set out the requirement for a form of exit review.
2

The Authority can undertake an exit review or use another type of review, typically a Gate 5, as a form of exit review to
examine readiness to leave.

3

The Authority can also undertake bespoke reviews in addition to gate reviews at any point in the project’s lifecycle.

Source: National Audit Office analysis of the Infrastructure and Projects Authority’s information
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Part Two

The outcome of projects leaving the Portfolio
2.1 The Infrastructure and Projects Authority’s (the Authority) original guidance of 2012
expected projects to leave with the agreement of the Authority and, typically, 12 months
after the final Gate 5 assurance review (which is intended to confirm that the project is
in operation and achieving benefits).6 The Authority did not start recording the stage of
projects until 2015-16. Taking all 302 projects that left the Government Major Projects
Portfolio (the Portfolio) between 2011 and 2017, we found that there was no information
about their stage on exit for 220 projects.
2.2 Of the remaining 82 projects (Figure 4 overleaf), only 39 left at the benefits
realisation or operational phases as would be expected if they followed the cycle set
out in Figure 3. Instead, the Authority and departments agree to move projects off
the Portfolio, based on the project’s particular characteristics, the level of assurance
required and taking account of required project activity and the Authority’s assessment
of the likelihood of success.
2.3 The Authority does not report on what projects have delivered when they leave
the Portfolio. We examined;

•

the status of projects when they leave the Portfolio;

•

what evidence there is that projects have achieved their intended benefits; and

•

how departments monitor projects after they leave the Portfolio.

6

Major Projects Authority, Government Major Projects Portfolio Guidance, May 2012.
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Figure 4 shows Project stage on exiting the Government Major Projects Portfolio by project category

Figure 4
Project stage on exiting the Government Major Projects Portfolio
by project category
Of 82 projects only 39 (48%) left at the benefits realisation or operational phases as would be expected
Number of projects
Government transformation and
service delivery

4

ICT

3

13

15

3

Infrastructure and construction

15

1

7

Military capability

5

1

All projects

35
40

1

2

29
20

2

3

1

4

8
0

2

60

4
80

6
100

Percentage
Initiation and planning
Delivery phase
Operational phase
Benefit realisation
Other
Notes
1 Analysis of project stage reported in Portfolio on departure where information was available.
2

Between the inception of the Portfolio in April 2011 and the September 2017, 302 projects left the Portfolio, however,
the project stage of 220 leavers is not known as the Authority started collecting this information from 2015-16.

Source: National Audit Office analysis of the Infrastructure and Projects Authority’s information
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Status of projects when they leave the Portfolio
2.4 We followed up 48 projects that had left the Portfolio between 2011 and 2017
with 17 departments to obtain additional information to that held by the Authority.
We have not independently evaluated their success, but draw on the evidence
departments have provided about what they have achieved to date.

Limitations in data and record-keeping reduce transparency,
particularly for the early years of the Portfolio
2.5 Limitations with the data and the lack of documentation makes it difficult to
draw conclusions, for example on whether projects left the Portfolio at the right time
and for the right reasons. Gaps include:

•

no single view of which projects had exit reviews, nor was the Authority able
to locate in all cases such reviews for requested projects;

•

thirty-four projects left in 2011-12 without a delivery confidence assessment
being recorded; and

•

documentation on inclusion on the Portfolio and exit from it. For example, we saw
very limited documentation to support the Authority’s agreement to remove a large
number of projects from the Portfolio on three occasions (see paragraph 2.10).

This reduces transparency. Similarly, departments often had difficulties in responding
to our questions about sample projects when relevant people had moved on,
indicating a lack of central record-keeping on projects within departments.

Projects leave the Portfolio for reasons other than completion
2.6 Figure 5 overleaf shows that 35 out of the 48 projects we examined had reached
a significant delivery milestone when they left the Portfolio. Most commonly, the trigger
for a project leaving the Portfolio is the project producing a deliverable such as a building
or letting a contract, rather than the realisation of stated benefits, such as savings or
operational improvements. For example, the project to renovate and modernise the
headquarters of the Foreign & Commonwealth Office came off the Portfolio when the
Department had moved into the new building. It was too early to assess other intended
benefits, such as improved individual and team productivity, financial savings and a
more sustainable environment.
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Figure 5 shows Reasons for projects leaving the Government Major Projects Portfolio

Figure 5
Reasons for projects leaving the Government Major Projects Portfolio
Status

Number of
projects

Example(s)

Delivery reasons
Project implemented, planned output delivered

12

Type 45 destroyers

Implementation continuing but managed as
business-as-usual

13

Enterprise Zones Programme

Contract let

4

Thameslink, Southern and Great
Northern franchise competition

Project complete and closed

4

2011 Census

Funding ended

2

Expanding the use of Debt
Collection Agencies

The Authority agreed reporting no longer required

5

London 2012 Programme

Merged or disaggregated

4

Department for Work & Pensions
IT Transformation

Cancelled

4

Building Schools for the Future

Other reasons

Note
1 Departments replaced in full or in part the cancelled projects.
Source: National Audit Office analysis of the information of departments and the Infrastructure and Projects Authority

2.7 Thirteen of the 48 projects in our selection left for reasons other than delivery.
In five cases, the project left because the Authority and departments considered that
it had made sufficient progress and no longer needed to report to it, or because a
project’s scope had reduced. Four programmes were cancelled either because of
not being likely to achieve their objectives, or the availability of a more cost-effective
alternative, or government policy changed, or a combination of these reasons. As we
have previously stated, it is acceptable for a project to be cancelled, providing that
lessons are learned from it and, in the case of a failing project, that it is quickly brought
to an end.7
2.8 There were also four projects that left as they were merged or disaggregated
into different projects. For example, the Department for Work & Pensions’ IT
programme was separated into two smaller projects that subsequently joined the
Portfolio. The Priority School Building Programme, a Department for Education
project, had multiple iterations on the Portfolio as it was merged or disaggregated
following discussions between the Authority and the Department (Figure 6).

7

Comptroller and Auditor General, Innovation across central government, Session 2008-2009, HC 12,
National Audit Office, March 2009.
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Figure 6 shows Government Major Projects Portfolio reporting on the Priority School Building Programme

Figure 6
Government Major Projects Portfolio reporting on the Priority School Building Programme
The Department for Education changed the way it reported on the Priority School Building Programme five times
between 2012 and 2017 as it disaggregated or merged parts of the programme

2011-12, Q4

Priority School Building Programme (PSBP)

2014-15, Q2

PSBP Private Finance Initiative

PSBP Capital

2014-15, Q3

PSBP Private Finance Initiative

PSBP Capital

2016-17, Q1

PSBP Private Finance Initiative

PSBP 1 & 2 (merged)

2017-18, Q1

PSBP Private Finance Initiative

PSBP 1

Ongoing

Source: Infrastructure and Projects Authority data

Continued reporting
on the Portfolio until
March 2018

PSBP 2

PSBP 2

Ongoing
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2.9 The sale of some of the student loan book was included in the Portfolio, but
removed in June 2017 before the sale had been agreed.8 The Authority decided that
the project no longer needed to report to it, although the Authority and the sponsor
department rated delivery confidence as amber-red because of uncertainty about the
sale price. The Authority considered, however, that there was sufficient evidence that the
sale could proceed. The only costs were advisers’ fees and there were only two possible
outcomes: a successful sale or no sale. HM Treasury continued to monitor the sale.
2.10 There have been three occasions when whole groups of projects have been
removed from the Portfolio (Figure 7). When the Portfolio was created there were
no pre‑existing criteria for including projects, other than requiring HM Treasury
approval, and it was not always clear what should be reported as a single programme.
Departments and the Authority made pragmatic arrangements, which sometimes
changed with experience or as their collective view changed over time. An oversight
group (paragraph 3.12) now decides which projects enter the Portfolio.

•

In quarter 4 of 2011-12, following discussion with the Ministry of Defence, the
Authority agreed to remove 38 projects, partly to reduce the reporting burden
on the Ministry and also to reflect the merger and consolidation of some projects.

•

Between quarter 2 of 2012-13 and quarter 2 of 2013-14, seven rail franchising
projects came off the Portfolio as the Department for Transport and the Authority
agreed to report on one overall rail franchising programme.

•

In quarter 4 of 2014-15, the then Department of Health lobbied successfully to
remove hospital construction projects from the Portfolio, as responsibility for these
projects lay with hospital trusts and not the Department, following reorganisation.
These projects included the Midland Metropolitan and Royal Liverpool University
hospitals, two of the four public sector contracts on which Carillion faced large
losses before its collapse.9 While the Authority did not scrutinise the two hospital
projects, the Cabinet Office monitored Carillion as part of its risk management
system for strategic suppliers. Once it was aware of the company’s financial
difficulties in July 2017, the Cabinet Office developed detailed contingency plans.

2.11 Projects may also leave because the Authority agrees that they no longer meet
the criteria for a major project and that a department’s own assurance arrangements
are sufficient. For example, the Authority agreed that a shared service managed by the
Department for Transport could be assured in-house, as following a significant change
in its scope, it no longer met the definition of a major project.
2.12 While we accept that there is a need for flexibility on when and why projects
leave the Portfolio, the poor recording of the reasons reduces transparency and
so undermines one of the objectives of the Portfolio. It also increases the risk and
perception that projects are removed inappropriately.

8
9

Comptroller and Auditor General, The sale of student loans, Session 2017–2019, HC 1385, National Audit Office, July 2018.
Comptroller and Auditor General, Investigation into the government’s handling of the collapse of Carillion,
Session 2017-19, HC 1002, National Audit Office, June 2018.
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1 In quarter 4 2014-15, 14 projects left from the then Department of Health, of which nine were hospital construction projects.
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Delivery of projects after they leave the Portfolio
Most projects had delivered the intended outputs, even if longer-term
success is not clear
2.13 We assessed that, of our selection of 48 projects, in 12 cases the project had
produced the intended outputs, for example, infrastructure had been built, an IT system
had been implemented or a business change had been completed, and there was
good evidence that it had achieved its outcomes. For example, the Super-Connected
Cities Initiative was a £150 million fund to improve internet connectivity, help with small
businesses’ broadband costs, Wi-Fi in public buildings and other capital projects.
It initially covered 22 cities. The scope was widened to 50 cities and the initiative spent
£121 million to 2015-16 when it left the Portfolio. It had clear metrics for measuring
success. An impact review concluded that the project had delivered more than intended.
2.14 In 22 further cases, the project had delivered the intended output but we cannot
say that it has yet achieved its stated aims. The main reasons for this were that:

•

achievement might depend on benefits that have yet to be fully delivered,
especially for programmes delivering services due to run for a lengthy period.
For example, the then Department of Health’s programme to increase the number
of health visitors had reached its recruitment target, but we cannot say whether
it has yet achieved the intended health outcomes, including improving the health
and well-being of under-fives;

•

in some cases it was not clear what the intended benefits were. Seven of the
projects we examined did not have a business case. For example, the Household
Energy Efficiency programme (Case study 1) delivered against its target of
improving energy efficiency in one million homes, but did not have targets or
measurable goals for its wider objectives, such as saving energy;

•

in five cases, the department was responsible for enabling investment, not for
delivering the required infrastructure or system. Responsibility for the longer-term
outcomes lay elsewhere, such as with the generating company in the case of the
Hinkley Point C nuclear power station, where the Department for Business, Energy
& Industrial Strategy was responsible for identifying an investor. All these projects
were still under way but were not part of the Portfolio; and

•

four projects were still being implemented or rolled out. These had left the Portfolio,
and it was too early to assess whether benefits had been delivered.
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Case Study 1 shows Household Energy Efficiency

Case study 1
Household Energy Efficiency
The Household Energy Efficiency programme comprised a range of measures to improve the energy
efficiency of domestic housing stock in the UK including the Green Deal and the Energy Company Obligation.
There was no single business case and the programme’s only public target was to improve the energy
efficiency of one million households between January 2013 and March 2015. We observed in 2016 that this
was not a direct indicator of progress against the objective of reducing carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.
We reported that the Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy could not measure progress
towards some of the schemes’ wider objectives.1
The programme reached the target in November 2014 and left the Government Major Projects Portfolio
in March 2015. It cost £323 million, although the whole-life costs, including costs to energy suppliers and
consumers, are estimated at nearly £2 billion. There was no estimate of financial benefits. The Department
for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy monitors household energy efficiency but future improvements will
not be attributable to this programme.
Note
1 Comptroller and Auditor General, Green Deal and Energy Company Obligation, Session 2015-16, HC 607,
National Audit Office, April 2016.
Source: Infrastructure and Projects Authority, Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy

2.15 In one case, the Ministry of Justice’s Prison Unit Cost Programme had broadly met
its objectives when it left the Portfolio, but subsequent events cast doubt on its success.
The Programme sought to maximise savings from public sector prisons by reducing
operating costs while supporting the safety, security and decency of public prisons.
It cost £115 million and was expected to save £550 million. The programme broadly
achieved the planned cost savings, staff reductions and prison closures by 2016.
However, since 2017, the government has sought to increase staff numbers to improve
safety in prisons. This demonstrates that longer-term tracking is needed to show
whether a project’s outcomes are sustained.

Some projects had achieved less than intended
2.16 As indicated in Figure 5, four of the projects we selected were cancelled. They were
replaced in full or in part by other projects. For example, the Immigration Case Work
Programme was replaced following the disbanding of the Border Agency, when the
then Home Secretary commissioned a new plan to modernise IT across the immigration
system building on the capabilities built to date. This and two other projects had spent
some £350 million in total before they left the Portfolio. The fourth cancelled programme
was Building Schools for the Future, where the incoming government had decided to
terminate the programme in 2010. It entered the Portfolio, even though the Department
for Education was winding it down with the aim of completing the buildings for which
contracts had been let and making savings in ongoing projects. Expenditure to 2014-15
was some £6.2 billion. It left the Portfolio in 2014-15, following its closure. The planned
evaluations were cancelled, and there was no plan to realise benefits.
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2.17 Six programmes in our selection were scaled back because of problems with
development or implementation, or due to changes in the external environment.
For example, the Mobile Infrastructure Project reduced its scope and cost because
the initial targets were unattainable, although the programme reported success against
its revised baseline (Case study 2). Three of these programmes delivered the revised
scope, but others, such as the Common Agricultural Policy Delivery Programme,
Case
2 shows delivered
Mobile Infrastructure
onlyStudy
partially
theirProject
revised objectives.10

Case study 2
Mobile Infrastructure Project
The Mobile Infrastructure Project was a programme to fill gaps in commercial mobile telephone coverage.
The Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport worked in partnership with four mobile network operators.
It initially committed to building 575 mobile telephone masts to expand coverage to 60,000 premises, at an
estimated cost of £150 million. However, following approval, these targets proved over-optimistic and ultimately
unattainable. It built 75 masts against a revised target of 40, reaching 7,199 premises at a cost of £36 million.
The Authority’s exit review gave the project a green delivery confidence rating against the new baseline.
The subsequent evaluation used only the revised baselines and reported that they had been achieved.
Source: Infrastructure and Projects Authority, Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport

Sometimes it is not clear what the project has achieved
2.18 In some cases, such as the Ministry of Defence’s civilian workforce programme,
we could not determine whether the project had delivered what was intended, because
the programme was closed and responsibility transferred elsewhere before completion.
In three other cases, departments did not record what was delivered. As a result of
reorganisation, or in the transition to business-as-usual, responsibility for the project
and its outcomes was lost. The departments reported actual spend on these projects
of £250 million before they were reorganised.

Departments did not always monitor benefits
2.19 We examined whether departments or the Authority had carried out a review
of the projects that had left the Portfolio and whether they were tracking the delivery
of the planned benefits of the projects. Departments are not likely to know if projects
have delivered their intended objectives or benefits, or what other outcomes they
have achieved, unless they do at least one of these. We also asked departments to
report on whether they considered the intended outcomes reported to the Authority
to have been achieved.

10 Comptroller and Auditor General, Early review of the Common Agricultural Policy Delivery Programme, Session 2015‑16,
HC 606, National Audit Office, December 2015; Progress on the Common Agricultural Policy Delivery Programme,
Session 2016-17, HC 727, National Audit Office, October 2016.
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2.20 Departments had either put arrangements in place to monitor the delivery of
benefits in 37 of the 48 cases we examined, or were monitoring a successor project.
In nine cases the department told us there was no monitoring, either because the
project had been cancelled, or because a department’s activities were reorganised
and the project had been merged or subsumed into other projects that were ongoing
and/or not part of the Portfolio. Departments were unable to answer our questions
about two further projects, and we therefore conclude that there is no ongoing activity
to track them.
2.21 In addition to ongoing monitoring of benefit delivery, departments had
commissioned some form of evaluation or post-project review for 23 out of 48 projects.
This included 12 independent reviews or evaluations and a range of internal reviews
or project closure reports. In the cases of the Thames Tideway Tunnel, which is under
construction, and the Department for Education’s Priority School Building Programme
to fund new school buildings, the departments told us it was too early to conduct a
review. There were eight projects (including three cancelled projects) for which there
was no evidence of either monitoring or review.
2.22 Because some projects deliver their benefits over a long timescale, departments
can only demonstrate that they have achieved their aims if they track outcomes over
the long term. Departmental practice seems to vary. The Prison Unit Costs example
in paragraph 2.15 shows that if monitoring stops after the immediate target is met, it is
not clear whether the outcome is sustainable. By contrast, the Electoral Registration
Transformation Programme had an external review that demonstrated the impact of the
programme up to 2015, but electoral registration is subject to regular reporting by the
Electoral Commission, which allows longer-term impact to be tracked.
2.23 We followed up on project monitoring processes with a range of departments.
We found variability in their processes. We looked for evidence that there was a clear
process, with roles and responsibilities set out and supported by robust guidance. The
Ministry of Defence has detailed documented processes for monitoring and evaluating
projects. The Ministry of Justice also has centralised guidance. The other departments
are developing guidance, and the Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport is
seeking to develop an Evaluation Centre of Excellence.
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Part Three

Accountability and transparency
Accountability
3.1 Robust accountability is an essential part of good public management and
democratic government. In 2014, the Cabinet Office revised the guidance on
accountability for select committees (the Osmotherly Rules) with the aim of sharpening
accountability and improving the delivery of major projects.11 Departments issued
revised appointment letters in 2015 to senior responsible owners stating that they have
personal responsibility for project implementation, including ensuring that the project
meets its objectives and that the projected benefits are deliverable. Senior responsible
owners are expected to appear before select committees to account for their decisions.
3.2 Despite this development, in 2016, the Committee of Public Accounts (the Committee)
commented that there appeared to be a gap in responsibilities for reporting the delivery
of benefits. While it was clear that departments were responsible for realising benefits and
evaluating success, the Committee reported that there were underlying weaknesses in
the way departments articulated benefits and the data the Infrastructure Projects Authority
(the Authority) received on them.
3.3 In response to the Committee’s report on accountability12 in 2016, the government
agreed that accounting officers should:

•

prepare assessments of the regularity, propriety, value for money and feasibility of
projects on the Government Major Projects Portfolio (the Portfolio), starting at the
outline business case approval stage. These were to be produced from April 2017,
with a summary of the key points from the assessment published. We have seen
one such assessment to date; and

•

provide greater assurance over major projects while they are being implemented.
While responsibility for the implementation of major projects can be delegated,
accounting officers cannot delegate personal accountability. Further assessments
of the project would be expected after the above approval stage if the project
exceeds tolerances in terms of costs, benefits, timescales and risk. We have seen
one reassessment in response to a delay to a project on the Portfolio. It concluded
that the programme met the standards.

11 HM Government, The Civil Service Reform Plan, June 2012.
12 HC Committee of Public Accounts, Accountability to Parliament for taxpayers’ money, Thirty-ninth report
of Session 2015-16, HC 732, May 2016.
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The Committee concluded that accounting officers lacked the cost and performance
data required for effective oversight. There is now an expectation that departments will
identify how accountability systems align with financial data and performance indicators.
3.4 While these developments are improving the accountabilities for delivering projects
to cost and time, accountability for delivering benefits is less clear. We examined how
five departments, which spanned a mix of project types and volumes of projects leaving
the Portfolio, managed their portfolios of projects.13 All five departments told us that
there was a clear distinction between monitoring projects that are in progress and
monitoring those that have completed or become business-as-usual. Each department
had a team responsible for monitoring its project portfolio, which captured data on
the projects’ performance, including delivery of expected benefits, and presented
information to oversight groups such as investment committees. However, once projects
were delivered, the responsibility for monitoring benefits passed to the part of the
business responsible for the work and reporting to these oversight groups ceased.
3.5 Accountability is also affected by the point at which a project is no longer treated
as a government major project. Projects may be delivered by a third party and the
department’s role is to fund local providers or help to negotiate contracts. In some
cases, the Authority has agreed that departments can stop reporting when these tasks
are complete. For example, while the Hinkley Point C project was on the Portfolio,
its objective was only to identify an investor and sign a contract to construct the new
nuclear power plant, as agreed between the department and the Authority at the
outset, and did not include the related construction project. It left the Portfolio when
this objective was achieved. It would be inappropriate to conclude that the project’s
removal from the Portfolio means the wider project of Hinkley Point C is complete.
The Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy remains the project sponsor,
and is responsible for continuing oversight and ongoing monitoring of the developer
and has risks to manage. Other such examples, including the same department’s
Smart Meters Implementation Programme under which energy suppliers must replace
customers’ electricity and gas meters, remain in the Portfolio as the Department
remains the project sponsor, and has a leadership and coordination role.

13 The Ministry of Defence; the Department of Health & Social Care; the Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport;
the Ministry of Justice; and the Department for Work & Pensions.
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Transparency
The Authority now publishes more information about projects
leaving the Portfolio
3.6 We and the Committee commented in 2016 that transparency about project
performance was limited by the information published about the Portfolio. The
Authority’s annual report assesses the state of projects currently on the Portfolio
through high-level findings on costs and through delivery confidence assessments,
which examine the likelihood of the projects being successful.14 While the Authority
collects information on benefits, costs incurred and schedule, these are not published.
It also did not report on why projects left the Portfolio.
3.7 In 2016 the Authority started reporting in its annual report on why projects
left the Portfolio. In 2018, it reported that 29 projects had left the Portfolio between
October 2016 and September 2017, as they no longer required Authority support:

•

twenty had delivered successfully against original objectives;

•

six had delivered successfully following a reshape of objectives;

•

one was stopped;

•

one was closed and replaced by another Portfolio project; and

•

one no longer met the criteria for being on the Portfolio.

3.8 Because the Portfolio consists of ongoing projects, reporting on it cannot show
the final outcome of the projects. It would be possible to be more confident about the
delivery of Portfolio projects if the reasons they left the Portfolio were clear and if there
was a consistent process to confirm that they would achieve their intended benefits.

The Authority introduced a standard leaving process in November 2016
3.9 Until November 2016 there was no documented process or established criteria
for when projects were expected to leave the Portfolio. Projects left with the agreement
of the Authority and HM Treasury when they became operational or were otherwise
deemed no longer to require the Authority’s oversight. The Authority told us that its
individual operations teams decided whether a project had an exit review (Figure 3)
and the type of review that would take place. Its guidance states that Gate 5 reviews
of operations or benefits realisation should be held six to 12 months after projects
moved into the operational phase. In practice, the Authority uses a range of different
types of review, for example Gate 5 reviews or project assurance reviews, to examine
departure from the Portfolio. From 2014, the Authority introduced the concept of a
distinct exit review, but other kinds of review continue to be used and categorised as
‘a form of exit review’.

14 Under its Prime Ministerial mandate, the Authority is required to produce an annual report on the Portfolio.
It published its first annual report in 2013.
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3.10 We analysed all the reviews of various types that the Authority considered to be exit
reviews. Our analysis of these reviews shows that, of the 302 projects that left between
April 2011 and September 2017, 176 (58%) did so without a form of exit review (Figure 8).
3.11 The Authority told us that one reason for the low number of exit reviews in the
early years was that both departments and the Authority were adapting to the nature
and obligations of the Portfolio. Projects came on and off the Portfolio as departments’
understanding grew of reporting requirements and whether projects ought to be on the
Portfolio (paragraph 2.10). The Authority was also less likely to undertake an exit review
ifFigure
a project
cancelled
reconfigured
into aMajor
revised
project.
8 shows Anwas
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Figure 8
An increasing proportion of projects leave the Government Major Projects
Portfolio with an exit review
An increasing proportion of projects leave the Portfolio with an exit review
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3.12 In response to the Committee’s concerns about projects leaving without an exit
review, in 2016 the Authority introduced a centralised process for managing the exit of
projects from the Portfolio. Although leaving is still a negotiation between departments
and the Authority, an oversight group within the Authority made up of the Authority’s
operations managers and chaired by the operations director exists to provide structure
and consistency in decisions on when projects join and leave the Portfolio. It uses the
following criteria for leaving:

•

The project has achieved its objectives and completed its core project activity.

•

The project should have closed or be about to close.

•

A form of exit review should have been completed.

•

Only in exceptional cases can a project leave the Portfolio if it has a delivery
confidence assessment of either red or amber-red.

3.13 The new process addresses many of the Committee’s concerns. In particular,
there is now a defined point of completion, and an independent review of the project
takes place at that point to confirm that benefits are likely to be realised. This increases
confidence that projects leave the Portfolio for appropriate reasons. Figure 8 shows that,
in more recent years, projects have been more likely to leave with an exit review. Since
November 2016, there have been instances where projects left the Portfolio without
an exit review, however, we found these were for reasons such as that the project was
subsumed or merged into an existing project or the Authority agreed than an exit review
could be undertaken at a later date.

The Authority is now monitoring but not reporting on scope change
3.14 As stated in Part Two, changes to the scope of projects are to be expected,
but can make it more difficult to determine whether programmes are delivering what
was intended. From 2015-16 the Authority asked departments to report changes to
the scope of their projects. Of the 82 projects that have left since then, nine reported
a reduction in scope and seven reported an increase. The Authority does not report
on these changes to scope.

Some programmes are not subject to the usual project
management disciplines
3.15 In Part Two we explained that some programmes are included in the Portfolio
even though they do not have the typical characteristics of projects, such as a
dedicated project team and a clear end point. Manifesto commitments or ministerial
announcements that increase funding for existing operations, such as HM Revenue
& Customs’ organised crime programme and the then Department of Health’s health
visitor programme, have come on to the Portfolio. This was because HM Treasury and
the Authority wanted to monitor their progress, although other such initiatives are not
included. In the case of the health visitor programme the Department benefited from
it being on the Portfolio as it introduced programme management disciplines.
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3.16 The inclusion of programmes in the Portfolio, however, does not always result in
project management disciplines being introduced. Projects do not necessarily have
a business case, clearly defined outcomes, a benefits realisation plan or clear lines
of responsibility once the policy is in place (Case study 3). Without these elements,
it is not possible to conclude that the programmes have achieved what they intended.
For example, out of the 302 projects that left, the Authority recorded 48 as having no
business case.15 Good practice would require the department to develop a business
case to inform decision-makers and this would have to be updated as information
and assumptions are developed and refined. However, HM Treasury may agree with
departments that writing a business case is not required, as funding has already been
CAse
Study 3 shows
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Reform
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committed
because
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decision or policy announcement.

Case study 3
Civil Service Reform Programme
The Civil Service Reform Programme was added to the Government Major Projects Portfolio in 2013.
It consisted of 18 actions to modernise the civil service, announced by the government in 2012. It did not
have a business case, because HM Treasury approval was not required, or an agreed delivery timeframe.
The actions evolved under different senior responsible owners, and by 2014 the programme team’s role had
changed to become responsible for broader objectives related to the long-term future of the civil service.
An exit review concluded that the remaining activities could be treated as business-as-usual and the
Infrastructure and Projects Authority agreed to remove the programme from the Portfolio. This review also
found while 85% of outputs were delivered or on track, there was no strategy to realise the programme’s
benefits. The Authority recommended producing a benefits realisation strategy and a timetable to provide
reporting to the Civil Service Board. In October 2014, a progress report found that while reform had accelerated
there was still much more to do to realise the intended ambition. The progress report announced further
reforms building on the actions of the programme. The Cabinet Office was unable to provide any information
about the outcome of the programme after the 2014 progress report and it told us that this work was now
subsumed into the Civil Service Group’s ongoing transformation of the civil service.
Source: Infrastructure and Projects Authority, gateway reviews, correspondence with Cabinet Office

The Authority’s delivery assessments do not always show that projects
are on track when they leave the Portfolio
3.17 The Authority and departments use delivery confidence assessments to indicate
a project’s ability to deliver its aims and objectives. The assessments consider risks and
whether the project has the resilience to overcome threats or shortcomings. Figure 9
overleaf shows that 44 projects (15%) out of the 302 projects that left the Portfolio up
to September 2017 left with a red or amber-red rating, indicating that successful project
delivery was unachievable or in doubt. A further 63 (21%) projects had an amber rating,
which meant that significant issues had to be addressed.
3.18 Since November 2016, when the Authority updated its guidance so that projects
with a delivery confidence assessment of either red or amber-red should only leave
the Portfolio in exceptional cases, only one project (the student loans sale referred
to in paragraph 2.9) has left with an amber-red rating. Incomplete projects can leave
the Portfolio with amber ratings, which mean that there may be significant issues,
but successful delivery is still feasible if they are addressed promptly.
15 The Portfolio reported 39 projects where no business case was required and a further nine projects that did not report
the latest business case stage.
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Figure 9 shows Delivery confidence assessments of projects on departure

Figure 9
Delivery confidence assessments of projects on departure
Of the 302 projects that left the Portfolio up to September 2017 44 (15%) left while the successful
delivery was rated as unachievable or in doubt, and 63 (21%) had significant issues to be addressed
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Notes
1 Authority’s delivery confidence assessment of projects as reported in their last quarter on the Government Major
Projects Portfolio.
2

First two quarters only for 2017-18 data.

Source: National Audit Office analysis of the Infrastructure and Projects Authority’s data

Since 2016 the Authority collects more detailed benefits data,
but it is incomplete
3.19 In 2016, the Committee concluded that improving the delivery of projects’ benefits
was a priority. The Authority told the Committee it was working to improve the quality
of the data on benefits it receives from departments. Since 2015-16 departments
report both expected monetised and qualitative benefits on a quarterly basis while
projects are on the Portfolio. Prior to this only total financial benefits were reported.
In addition, since 2015-16, the Authority has also requested more detail on the nature
of monetised benefits to allow distinction between cash savings, non-cash savings
and wider economic benefits, allowing a more granular analysis of benefits data.
It uses these data to provide feedback to and to engage with departments.
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3.20 The nature of the benefits reported in the Portfolio is wide-ranging; examples
of qualitative benefits include: meeting modern technology standards; enabling new
scientific discoveries to be made; or increasing access to services for users. Defence
capability projects do not typically report monetised benefits. For September 2017
portfolio data, we found that all projects had reported at least one intended outcome,
with some reporting up to 10.
3.21 Our analysis of information on forecast monetised benefits held by the Authority
shows a small improvement in reporting of monetised benefits: the 302 projects that
left the Portfolio between 2011 and June 2017 showed that, up to 2014-15, only about
half of the projects (111 of 220) reported any monetised benefits, but this proportion
increased to over two-thirds (56 of 82) from 2015-16. But we are unable to determine
whether departments were not expecting any monetised benefits, or whether they
were just not reporting them to the Authority.
3.22 As well as working to improve data on benefits for projects that are on the
Portfolio, the Authority and HM Treasury have also sought to raise awareness of benefits
realisation across government. In October 2017, the Authority published guidance for
managing benefits effectively.16 In March 2018, HM Treasury also refreshed its guidance
on appraising and evaluating policies, programmes and projects. The new guidance
placed greater emphasis on building monitoring into projects throughout their lifecycle.

16 Infrastructure and Projects Authority, Guide for Effective Benefits Management in Major Projects: Key benefits
management principles and activities for major projects, October 2017.
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Appendix One

Our audit approach
1
In 2016, we could not conclude whether the establishment of the Infrastructure
and Projects Authority (the Authority) and the Government Major Projects Portfolio
(the Portfolio) had improved government’s performance in delivering major projects.
In part because limited data were published and because there was no systematic
monitoring of whether projects realised their benefits.
2
The Committee of Public Accounts (the Committee) identified that improving the
delivery of benefits should be a priority. It commented that there appeared to be a gap
in responsibilities for reporting the delivery of benefits and expressed concerns around
the quality of data, including benefits, that some projects left the Portfolio without
having a review to ensure that they are on track to deliver their benefits.
3

This report follows up on the issues raised by the Committee by examining whether:

•

there is evidence that projects which were on the Portfolio have delivered
their intended benefits; and

•

there are improvements in accountability for, and transparency of,
major project delivery.

4
We consider the process and data available around projects leaving the
Portfolio and for delivery of intended benefits we followed up on a selection of
48 projects that had exited the Portfolio, as the Authority only reports on projects
that are on the Portfolio.
5
This report does not seek to evaluate the success of each individual project
but rather examine the evidence available that projects have delivered their intended
benefits and the arrangements departments have in place for monitoring and
evaluating project delivery.
6
Figure 10 outlines our audit approach. Our evidence base is described
in Appendix Two.
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Figure 10 shows Our audit approach

Figure 10
Our audit approach
The objective of
government

How this will
be achieved

Our study

Our approach

Our evidence
(see Appendix Two
for details)

Our conclusions

Government seeks to deliver its portfolio of major projects to time, cost, scope and such that they achieve their
intended benefits.

The Government Major Projects Portfolio (the Portfolio) was set up to support the successful delivery of government
projects through additional assurance and transparency.

This study considers whether there is evidence that projects that have left the Portfolio have delivered their intended
benefits; and there are improvements in accountability for and transparency of major project delivery.

Do the processes around
projects exiting the Portfolio
promote successful delivery
of benefits?

Do projects that leave the
Portfolio go on to deliver their
intended benefits, as planned at
the point of project approval?

Are departments monitoring and
evaluating effectively to make
assessment of benefit realisation
and delivery outcomes?

We analysed Portfolio data
for projects that left since the
inception of the Portfolio in April
2011 and September 2017;
examined the Authority’s exit
process through interviews and
document review to understand
why and when projects left the
Portfolio and the potential risks to
successful delivery.

We examined a sample of
48 projects from 17 organisations
across government for
evidence of delivery of
intended project benefits and
objectives. We requested
departments to complete a
questionnaire and provide
supporting documentation.
This was supplemented by
review of Authority information,
published information and our
previous reports.

We drew on departmental returns
for our sample of projects.
In addition, we interviewed
five departments about their
portfolio management or
evaluation approaches more
broadly, as well as a review of
supporting documentation.

The Portfolio represents the government’s biggest and riskiest projects, which are also intended to produce
£650 billion of benefits. The Portfolio was set up to provide more transparency around their performance, as well
as to provide extra assurance. Although there is evidence that most projects that have recently left the Portfolio
have implemented their planned scope, it is less clear whether they achieve the intended outcomes. For example,
there is no corresponding figure for what proportion of the £650 billion of benefits have been realised. Weaknesses
in the Authority’s processes in the past have reduced the degree of transparency around many of the 302 projects
that have left the Portfolio. Recent improvements are welcome but there is still a need for the Authority to develop
its oversight at exit and for departments to monitor and evaluate projects and their outcomes more consistently, so
that performance improves and maximum value is derived from projects.
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Appendix Two

Our evidence base
1
We reached our findings following an analysis of evidence collected
between February and July 2018. Our main methods are outlined below:

Processes to manage the exit of projects from the Portfolio

•

Analysis of Infrastructure Projects Authority (the Authority’s) and Government
Major Projects Portfolio (the Portfolio) data of departmental quarterly returns of
major projects between quarter 1 of 2011-12 and quarter 2 of 2017-18 to identify
all projects that left the Portfolio between this period and information such as
costs, benefits, project stage and delivery confidence assessment.

•

Analysis of the Authority’s datasets to identify which projects had an exit review.

•

Review of Authority’s published guidance of assurance reviews while projects
are on the Portfolio.

•

Review of documents that set out the Authority’s mandate and its wider operating
context, including characteristics of projects expected to come onto the Portfolio.

•

Review of the Authority’s guidance to understand the expected processes for
projects exiting the Portfolio and interviews with Authority staff as to exiting
arrangements and how these have changed.

•

Interviews with Authority staff about processes applied for exiting the Portfolio
and review of supporting documentation, including where available exit reviews.
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Delivery of intended benefits of projects

•

We selected 48 projects from 17 departments or their agencies (Appendix Three).
The selection of our sample included all organisations that had a project leave
the Portfolio since its inception to quarter 1 of 2017-18. We selected a sample to
provide a spread of projects encompassing different project categories, costs and
delivery confidence assessment.

•

Interviews with Authority staff on our sample of 48 projects about processes
applied for exiting the Portfolio, performance of projects and review of supporting
documentation, including where available exit reviews.

•

We sent questionnaires to departments or bodies responsible for our sample
projects, requesting information, such as why projects left the Portfolio, current
status, what it had delivered and whether it was monitored or evaluated.

•

Literature review of documents of our sample, including National Audit Office
reports, published evaluations or performance reports, documentation provided
by departments and Authority reviews.

•

From our selected projects we used Authority and departmental information to
determine which projects had left due to project completion, rather than removal
due to other reasons such as cancellation. For these projects, we requested, and
reviewed where available, latest business cases from departments for our sample
of projects to identify the intended benefits and what departments were monitoring.

Departments’ monitoring and evaluation arrangements

•

For our 48 selected projects we issued questionnaires to departments to
understand how they were monitoring and evaluating these projects.

•

Interviews with project and programme management staff from the Department
for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport; the Department of Health & Social Care;
the Department for Work & Pensions; the Ministry of Justice; and the Ministry
of Defence to gather insight more broadly around benefits monitoring, portfolio
management and engagement with the Authority’s exit processes. Supplemented
with review of departmental guidance documents around processes for project
monitoring and benefits realisation.

•

Review of central government guidance of mandated and recommended
practice, including HM Treasury guidance on appraisal and evaluation of
programmes and projects and the Authority’s guide for effective benefits
management in major projects.
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Appendix Three

About our sample
1

Figure 11 shows the list of projects in our sample.

To illustrate the scale of the projects we selected, we list here the forecast whole-life
cost of each project reported in the last Government Major Projects Portfolio return
before it left the Portfolio. For cancelled projects this is the cost of the programme
had it continued. Where forecasts differ from known actual costs, we have reported
this in a footnote.
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Figure 11 shows Projects included within the study sample

Figure 11
Projects included within the study sample
The forecast whole life cost for our sample of 48 projects illustrates the scale of cost of these projects
Project

Exit date

Government
whole-life costs
(£m)

Non-government
whole-life costs
(£m)

Delivery outcome

Civil Service Reform Programme
(Cabinet Office)

June 2014

12

–

Implemented but lack of evidence
of outcome

Public services network programme
(Cabinet Office)

June 2014

5

–

Implemented and evidence
of delivery of outcomes

Electoral Registration Transformation
Programme (Cabinet Office)

December 2015

109

–

Implemented and evidence
of delivery of outcomes

ICT Procurement Programme
(Crown Prosecution Service)

December 2016

137

–

Left before implementation1

Business Improvement Programme
(Department for Business, Energy &
Industrial Strategy)

June 2013

194

–

Implemented reduced scope

Household Energy Efficiency
(Department for Business, Energy &
Industrial Strategy)

June 2015

323

1,649

Final investment decision enabling
for Hinkley Point C (Department for
Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy)

March 2017

25

49,8652

Left before implementation1

London 2012 Programme (Department
for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport)

June 2012

5,859

–

Implemented and evidence
of delivery of outcomes

Super-Connected Cities (Department for
Digital, Culture, Media & Sport)

March 2016

126

–

Implemented and evidence
of delivery of outcomes

Mobile Infrastructure Programme
(Department for Digital, Culture,
Media & Sport)

June 2017

37

–

Implemented reduce scope

Building Schools for the Future
(Department for Education)

March 2015

6,283

–

Cancelled

Priority School Building Programme
(Department for Education)

March 2017

4,588

–

Implemented and outcomes not
yet known

Thames Tideway Tunnel (Department for
Environment, Food & Rural Affairs)

December 2016

19

4,137

Common Agricultural Policy Delivery
Programme (Department for
Environment, Food & Rural Affairs)

December 2016

216

–

Implemented: short of
reduced scope

Thames Estuary Phase 1 Project
(Department for Environment,
Food & Rural Affairs)

March 2017

313

–

Left before implementation1

M25 design, build, finance and operate
(Department for Transport)

March 2013

988

–

Implemented and outcomes not
yet known

Thameslink, Southern, Great Northern
Franchise Competition (Department
for Transport)

September 2013

-1,7813

–

Left before implementation1

Implemented and outcomes not
yet known

Left before implementation1
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Figure 11 continued
Projects included within the study sample
Project

Exit date

Government
whole-life costs
(£m)

Non-government
whole-life costs
(£m)

Delivery outcome

Shared Services Implementation
(Department for Transport)

December 2016

924

–

Implemented reduced scope

Youth Contract (Department for
Work & Pensions)

December 2013

746

–

Implemented and outcomes not
yet known

IT Transformation Programme
(Department for Work & Pensions)

March 2015

194

–

Reorganised into other projects

Conditionality Package (Department for
Work & Pensions)

March 2015

1,305

–

Implemented and outcomes not
yet known

Spine 2 (Department of Health &
Social Care)

June 2015

142

–

Left before implementation1

Health Visitor Programme (Department
of Health & Social Care)

September 2015

654

–

Implemented and outcomes not
yet known

BT LSP (Department of Health &
Social Care)

December 2015

1,723

–

Implemented: short of
reduced scope

ICT re-procurement (Foreign &
Commonwealth Office)

March 2016

163

–

Implemented: short of
reduced scope

UK Estates Reform Programme
(Foreign & Commonwealth Office)

September 2016

65

–

Implemented and outcomes not
yet known

Abuja: New Office and Residence
(Foreign & Commonwealth Office)

December 2016

42

–

Implemented and outcomes not
yet known

Expanding the use of debt collection
agencies (HM Revenue & Customs)

December 2014

56

–

Implemented and evidence of
delivery of outcomes

Organised Crime (HM Revenue
& Customs)

December 2014

74

–

Implemented and evidence of
delivery of outcomes

Real-Time Information (HM Revenue
& Customs)

March 2015

319

–

Implemented and evidence of
delivery of outcomes

Project Oscar (HM Treasury)

March 2013

20

–

Implemented and evidence of
delivery of outcomes

Yoda Project (HM Treasury)

December 2014

793

–

Left before implementation1

Equitable Life Payment Scheme
(HM Treasury)

March 2015

0

–

Implemented and evidence of
delivery of outcomes

Immigration Case Work (Home Office)

June 2013

366 5

–

Cancelled

Tinsley House Immigration Removal
Centre Expansion (Home Office)

March 2014

2175

–

Cancelled

Next-Generation Outsourced Visa
Services Contract (Home Office)

December 2014

595

–

Implemented and evidence of
delivery of outcomes
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Figure 11 continued
Projects included within the study sample
Project

Exit date

Government
whole-life costs
(£m)

Non-government
whole-life costs
(£m)

Civilian Workforce Programme (Ministry
of Defence)

Delivery outcome

March 2012

528

–

Reorganised into other projects

Type 45 Destroyers (Ministry of Defence)

March 2014

5,509

–

Implemented and outcomes not
yet known

Grapevine 2 (Ministry of Defence)

December 2015

1,157

–

Left before implementation2

Connect project (Ministry of Housing,
Communities & Local Government)

March 2014

25

–

Implemented and outcomes not
yet known

Future of Local Audit (Ministry
of Housing, Communities &
Local Government)

March 2015

12

–

Implemented and outcomes not
yet known

Enterprise Zones Programmes
(Ministry of Housing, Communities
& Local Government)

March 2015

228

–

Left before implementation1

Transforming Youth Custody
(Ministry of Justice)

March 2015

3,189 6

–

Cancelled

Crime Change Programme
(Ministry of Justice)

March 2016

44

–

Implemented and evidence of
delivery of outcomes

Prison Unit Cost Programme
(Ministry of Justice)

June 2016

115

–

Implemented and outcomes not
yet known

2011 Census (Office for
National Statistics)

September 2014

476

–

Implemented and evidence of
delivery of outcomes

European Systems of Accounting 2010
(Office for National Statistics)

March 2016

52

–

Implemented and outcomes not
yet known

Electronic Data Collection (Office for
National Statistics)

March 2016

24

–

Reorganised into other projects

Notes
1 Left before implementation includes projects that were still being implemented or rolled out although they had left the Portfolio, or had reached the stage
of contract let, so it was too early to assess whether benefits were delivered.
2

Final investment decision enabling for Hinkley Point C non-government costs reflect latest forecast calculation of cost of top-up payments through the
Contract for Difference through to 2050.

3

Department for Transport reported whole-life costs net of income for Thameslink, Southern, Great Northern Franchise Competition.

4

On exiting the Portfolio the Department for Transport advised that the Shared Services Implementation had programme forecast cost of £133 million.

5

The Home Office reported actual expenditure for its cancelled projects of £347 million for Immigration Case Work Programme and £0 for Tinsley House
Immigration Removal Centre Expansion.

6

The Ministry of Justice reported expenditure for Transforming Youth Custody of £0.9 million in its last Portfolio return before exit.

Source: National Audit Office analysis of Infrastructure and Projects Authority and departments’ data
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